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Galectin-3 is involved in important biological functions such as fibrogenesis and

inflammation. Notably, it is associated with various diseases and plays a major role in

cardiac inflammation and fibrosis. Although heart diseases are relatively common in dogs,

a few studies have analyzed the circulating galectin-3 concentration in dogs with various

heart diseases, including myxomatous mitral valve disease, patent ductus arteriosus,

and pulmonic stenosis. The aims of the present study were to evaluate the effect of

heart disease on circulating galectin-3 levels in dogs, and also to evaluate the correlation

between galectin-3 concentration and conventional echocardiographic indices along

with N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) concentration in dogs with

heart diseases. The medical records and archived serum samples of 107 dogs were

evaluated retrospectively. In total, 107 dogs were classified into healthy dogs (n = 8),

cardiac disease (n = 26), and non-cardiac disease groups (n = 73). The circulatory

galectin-3 levels were analyzed using a commercially available canine-specific galectin-3

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit. This study demonstrated that dogs with heart,

endocrine, and dermatologic diseases had significantly higher galectin-3 levels than

healthy dogs (p= 0.009, p= 0.007, and p= 0.026, respectively). Among dogs with heart

diseases, dogs with concentric cardiomyopathy had significantly increased circulatory

galectin-3 levels compared with healthy dogs (p= 0.028). E
′
/A

′
had a positive association

with galectin-3 levels among conventional echocardiographic indices. Moreover, the

galectin-3 concentration could predict diastolic dysfunction. In dogs with myxomatous

mitral valve disease, a significantly positive correlation was revealed between galectin-3

levels and NT-proBNP levels (p= 0.007). Overall, this study demonstrates that circulatory

galectin-3 levels increase in dogs with heart, endocrine, and dermatologic diseases.

Moreover, this study demonstrates that galectin-3 concentration could be helpful to

evaluate cardiac remodeling and diastolic function. Further large-scale research is

required to evaluate the role of circulating galectin-3 in dogs with heart diseases.

Keywords: dog, galectin-3, fibrosis, heart disease, cardiomyopathy

INTRODUCTION

Galectin-3 is a 32 to 35-kDa protein that belongs to 14 members of the β-galactoside-binding lectin
family, which has important biological functions such as fibrosis formation and inflammation
(1–3). Galectin-3 was first revealed by Ho and Springer as a macrophage subpopulation specific
marker and has since emerged as a novel biomarker (4). It is encoded by a single gene named
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LGALS3 and can be applied to inflammation, tissue repair,
and cardiac ventricular remodeling by promoting fibroblasts to
change to myofibroblasts and increasing collagen synthesis (5–7).

Galectin-3 has been reported to have an association with a
variety of diseases involving the heart, liver, and kidneys, and
even in cancer (3, 8). Several studies in humans have reported
that the elevation of serum galectin-3 levels was significantly
associated with gastric cancer (9), renal failure (10, 11), diabetes
mellitus (DM) (8), and heart failure (HF) (12, 13). Furthermore,
galectin-3 has a significant role in cardiac inflammation and
fibrosis (1, 14). Galectin-3 is considered a protein involved in the
pathogenesis of heart dysfunction (15, 16). Galectin-3 is detected
in the nucleus, cytoplasm, and extracellular compartment and has
been shown to participate in tissue fibrogenesis and a prognostic
indicator in HF (17, 18). Moreover, it is known as a prominent
prognostic biomarker for predicting the incidence of HF and
cardiovascular mortality in humans (13, 19, 20).

Cardiovascular diseases are relatively common and can
have systemic effects and various complications in veterinary
medicine (21). The early and accurate diagnosis of heart
disease is important because it worsens without treatment, and
treatment options vary according to diagnosis. However, a few
studies on the relationship between the circulating galectin-
3 levels and various heart diseases have been conducted in
veterinary medicine. One report showed increased galectin-3
concentrations in the plasma and cardiac tissues of dogs with
myxomatous mitral valve disease (MMVD) (7).

B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) is known as a remarkable
biomarker for assessing cardiac function, and N-terminal pro-B-
type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) can be applied in clinical
examinations for diagnosing heart diseases and evaluating the
prognosis of patients with cardiovascular diseases (22–24).
NT-proBNP is secreted when the ventricles stretch following
elevation of ventricular blood volume (25). Thus, it has an
ability to differentiate heart diseases fromnon-cardiac diseases, to
evaluate the severity of heart diseases, and to provide prognosis in
several heart diseases such as dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and
MMVD (26, 27). To date, however, research on the correlation
between NT-proBNP and galectin-3 levels remains scarce in
veterinary medicine.

This study had the following aims: (i) to evaluate the
circulatory galectin-3 levels in dogs with various diseases
including cardiac diseases, (ii) to identify the difference between
galectin-3 levels according to the type of heart disease or cardiac
hypertrophy type, and (iii) to analyze the correlation between
galectin-3 levels and conventional echocardiographic indices
with NT-proBNP levels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Case Selection Criteria
The stored serum samples and medical records of 99 dogs
that visited the Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital of
Konkuk University between October 2012 and December 2018
were retrospectively used. The healthy dogs comprised eight
apparently healthy Beagle dogs. Stored serum samples and
medical data of these healthy dogs were used from a previous

study, which had been approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee (R0006046 and KBNP 18-01-01).

Inclusion criteria for dogs with various diseases included
a complete medical record and sufficient amount of archived
serum to measure galectin-3 concentration. In case of heart
diseases among various heart diseases such as MMVD, patent
ductus arteriosus (PDA), pulmonic stenosis (PS), and left
ventricle hypertrophy (LVH) by non-cardiac causes were
included. Dogs with heart diseases were treated with furosemide
(n= 25), ramipril (n= 20), pimobendan (n= 14), spironolactone
(n = 10), sildenafil (n = 10), amlodipine (n = 5), hydralazine
(n = 3), atenolol (n = 3), torsemide (n = 2), and enalapril (n =

2). In case of non-cardiac diseases, urologic diseases included
chronic kidney disease, cystitis, urinary calculi, and renal cyst.
Neoplastic diseases included mast cell tumor, lymphoma, and
nasal adenocarcinoma, and neurologic diseases included only
meningoencephalitis of unknown origin. Immune-mediated
diseases included immune-mediated hemolytic anemia,
immune-mediated thrombocytopenia, Evan’s syndrome, and
immune-mediated polyarthritis. Endocrine diseases included
DM, hyperadrenocorticism (HAC), hypoadrenocorticism,
hypothyroidism, and hypoaldosteronism, and dermatologic
diseases included only atopic dermatitis (AD). The diagnosis
of each disease was based on clinical symptoms and diagnostic
test results. Dogs with previously unmentioned disease and
multiorgan diseases were excluded from this study.

In dogs with MMVD, the diagnosis and classification of
MMVD were based on the American College of Veterinary
Internal Medicine (ACVIM) cardiac disease guidelines (28).
This classification system provides a continuum of stages, with
class A denoting high risk for heart disease and class D
representing end-stage congestive heart failure (CHF). Class B
includes animals with structural heart disease but no clinical
signs of CHF. In class B1, cardiac remodeling is absent
on radiographic or echocardiographic findings. In contrast,
radiographic and echocardiographic cardiomegaly, including
left atrial and ventricular enlargement, is present in class B2.
Class C includes animals with clinical and radiographic signs
of left- or right-sided CHF, and class D includes animals in
refractory end-stage CHF to standard treatment. The diagnosis of
PDA was made on color Doppler echocardiography confirming
the visualization of the PDA and direction of flow through
the PDA, and only left-to-right shunt PDA was included
in the PDA group (29). A diagnosis of PS was made by
conventional echocardiographic criteria for PS in dogs, including
obstructive abnormalities of the right outflow track, pulmonic
valve, and pulmonary trunk (30). A diagnosis of HAC was
made according to the clinical signs, serum biochemical analyses,
and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) stimulation test
consistent with HAC (31). Only dogs with LVH secondary to
non-cardiac diseases were included in the LVH group. HAC
is one of the major diseases that can affect cardiovascular
abnormalities in dogs (32), and the LVH group in this study
had only concurrent HAC. LVH was defined as regional or
generalized concentric cardiomyopathy with an end-diastolic
left ventricular posterior wall thickness (LVPWd) ≧7mm or an
end-diastolic interventricular septum thickness (IVSd) ≧6mm
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in dogs with a body weight of <5 kg, and with ≧8mm of the
LVPWd or ≧7mm of the IVSd in dogs with a body weight of
5–11 kg (29).

According to the cardiac hypertrophy type, dogs with heart
diseases were divided into two groups to evaluate the galectin-
3 levels. The eccentric cardiomyopathy group included dogs
with volume overload heart diseases such as MMVD and PDA
with normalized LV internal diameter at end-diastole (LVIDdn)
≥1.7 showing increased LV cavity or a left atrial-to-aortic
root diameter ratio >1.6 based on the ACVIM criteria for LV
and left atrial enlargement, respectively (28). The concentric
cardiomyopathy group included dogs with pressure overload
cardiac diseases, such as PS and SAS or dogs with LVH
induced by non-cardiac causes, such as HAC (32). A diagnosis
of SAS was made according to the stenotic area of the left
ventricular outflow tract below the aortic valves from the left
apical view by conventional echocardiographic criteria for SAS in
dogs (33).

Sample Collection
Stored serum was retrieved from the archived serum samples
of the dogs, whose medical data were evaluated retrospectively.
The archived serum samples were collected upon admission
via jugular venipuncture into serum-separating tubes (BD
Vacutainer R©, USA) after an overnight fast. After 30min of
standing time, the tube was centrifuged at 1,500 × g for 15min.
The supernatant liquid, as serum, was stored frozen at −80◦C
until used.

Measurement of Serum Galectin-3
Concentration
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was performed
to evaluate the serum galectin-3 concentration using a canine
galectin-3 competitive ELISA kit (Dog antigen galectin-3 ELISA
kit, BlueGene Biotech, Shanghai, China, Cat. No. E08G0052).
The ELISA was performed following the instructions of the
manufacturer. Briefly, kit components and serum samples were
kept at room temperature (20–25◦C) before use. Then, 100 µl
of standard or sample was added to the appropriate wells. The
same amount of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.0–7.2) was
placed in the blank control well. Then, 50 µl of the conjugate
was placed to each well except for the blank control and mixed
wells. The microplate was covered and incubated at 37◦C for
1 h, followed by five manual washes. Then, 50 µl of substrates
A and B was placed in each well. The plate was incubated at 37◦C
for 15min. After adding 50 µl of stop solution to each well, the
optical density was analyzed at 450 nm using a microplate reader
(SpectraMax 340, Molecular Device Co., Sunnyvale, CA, USA)
immediately. The serum galectin-3 was measured in duplicate.

N-Terminal Pro-B-type Natriuretic Peptide
Level Examination
Archived serum samples of healthy dogs and dogs with heart
diseases were stored frozen at−80◦C and transported at ambient
temperature to a reference laboratory (IDEXX Laboratories Inc,
Westbrook, ME, USA) to analyze the NT-proBNP concentration.
The NT-proBNP levels weremeasured using a second-generation
ELISA (Cardiopet Canine proBNP, IDEXX Laboratories Inc,

Westbrook, ME, USA), which has been previously validated
in dogs. The reference interval of NT-proBNP was <900
pmol/L (27).

Conventional Echocardiography
Echocardiography was performed in conscious, non-sedated
dogs, and in the right and left lateral recumbency in the healthy
and cardiac disease groups. Conventional echocardiographic
data were obtained from medical records and consisted of
transthoracic 2D, M-mode, spectral, and color flow Doppler
studies performed using transducer arrays of 3–8 MHz (EPIQ
7 Ultrasound system, Philips, WA, USA) with continuous
electrocardiography monitoring. For each dog, M-mode
measurements were obtained at the level of the papillary muscles
from the right parasternal short-axis view. These measurements
included fractional shortening (FS), IVSd, LVPWd, LV internal
diameter at end-diastole (LVIDd), and end-systole (LVIDs), and
ejection fraction (EF) derived from the Teichholz method in the
diastole and systole. The LV end-diastolic volume (EDV) and
end-systolic volume (ESV) were calculated as the EDV and ESV
indices by dividing them by the body surface area of each dog,
respectively. The relative wall thickness was calculated as the ratio
of the sum of the IVSd and LVPWd to LVIDd (34, 35). LVIDdn
and normalized LVIDs (LVIDsn) were calculated according to
the following formulas: LVIDdn = LVIDd (cm)/[BW (kg)]0.294

and LVIDsn = LVIDs (cm)/[BW (kg)]0.315 (36). The aorta
and left atrium were measured in bidimensional mode on the
right parasternal short-axis view obtained at the aortic valve
level in the early diastole. The transmitral flow was obtained
using the pulsed-wave Doppler technique with the left apical
four-chamber view from the peak early diastolic wave (E) and
peak late diastolic wave (A). The mitral annular motion velocity
was measured using the left apical four-chamber view by the
pulsed tissue Doppler technique. The tissue Doppler-derived
peak velocity of the systolic mitral annular motion (S′), the tissue
Doppler-derived peak early diastolic velocity (E′), and the tissue
Doppler-derived peak late diastolic velocity (A′) were measured.

The LV diastolic function was evaluated using the E/A ratio

and E/E
′
ratio, and the criteria for the evaluation of the LV

diastolic function was as follows: normal diastolic function, 1.0
< E/A < 2.0 and E/E

′
< 12; grade one diastolic dysfunction

as delayed relaxation pattern, E/A <1.0; grade two diastolic

dysfunction as pseudo-normal pattern, 1.0 < E/A < 2.0 and E/E
′

≥ 12; grade three diastolic dysfunction as restrictive pattern, E/A
> 2.0 (33).

Echocardiograms were recorded and analyzed according to
the echocardiographic criteria (29) and the Echocardiography
Committee of the Specialty of Cardiology, ACVIM (37).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
software program version 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
All continuous data are presented as the mean ± standard
deviation. The serum galectin-3 levels were compared between
groups using an independent t-test when the values were
normally distributed. Otherwise, the Mann–Whitney U-test
was used for variables without normal distribution. Pearson’s
correlation analysis was performed to evaluate the correlation
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between the galectin-3 levels vs. conventional echocardiographic
indices and galectin-3 levels vs. NT-proBNP levels. Receiver-
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to evaluate the
galectin-3 concentration as a predictor of diastolic dysfunction
and advanced diastolic dysfunction. Statistical significance was
set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Baseline Characteristics
Of the 119 dogs that were included in the ELISA analysis, 12
were excluded as outliers. A total of 107 dogs that met the
inclusion criteria were classified into healthy (8 dogs), cardiac
disease (26 dogs), and non-cardiac disease groups (73 dogs).
The cardiac disease group included dogs with MMVD (n =

13), PDA (L–R; n = 6), PS (n = 2), HAC with LVH (n =

2), subaortic stenosis (SAS; n = 1), PDA (R–L; n = 1), and
DCM and SAS (n = 1). The non-cardiac disease group was
classified into urologic (15 dogs), neoplastic (9 dogs), neurologic
(12 dogs), immune-mediated (11 dogs), endocrine (18 dogs), and
dermatologic groups (8 dogs) according to the affected organs.
The urologic group included dogs with chronic kidney disease
(n = 11), cystitis (n = 1), urinary calculi (n = 2), and renal
cyst (n = 1). The neoplastic group included dogs with mast cell
tumor (n = 4), lymphoma (n = 3), and nasal adenocarcinoma
(n = 2). The neurologic group included only 12 dogs with
meningoencephalitis of unknown origin. The immune-mediated
group included dogs with immune-mediated hemolytic anemia
(n = 3), immune-mediated thrombocytopenia (n = 3), Evan’s
syndrome (n = 1), and immune-mediated polyarthritis (n = 4).
The endocrine group included dogs with DM (n= 4), HAC (n=

6), hypoadrenocorticism (n = 3), hypothyroidism (n = 3), and
hypoaldosteronism (n = 2). The dermatologic group included
only eight dogs with atopic dermatitis (AD).

The archived serum samples of 26 dogs with heart diseases,
73 dogs with non-cardiac diseases, and eight healthy dogs were
included in the ELISA analysis. The breed distribution of the
cardiac disease group was as follows: Pomeranian (n = 7), Shih-
tzu (n = 6), Maltese (n = 3), mixed (n = 2), Yorkshire terrier
(n = 2), Chihuahua (n = 2), Golden retriever (n = 1), Pekingese
(n = 1), Welsh corgi (n = 1), and Poodle (n = 1). The breeds
of the non-cardiac disease group included Pomeranian (n = 2),
Shih-tzu (n = 6), Maltese (n = 19), mixed (n = 8), Yorkshire
terrier (n = 4), Chihuahua (n = 6), Golden retriever (n = 1),
Pekingese (n = 2), Poodle (n = 11), Cocker spaniel (n = 3),
Spitz (n = 4), Bichon frise (n = 1), Coton de tulear (n = 1),
Dachshund (n = 1), Jindo (n = 1), Miniature pinscher (n =

1), Papillion (n = 1), and Schnauzer (n = 1), and the healthy
group included only Beagles. The healthy, cardiac disease, and
non-cardiac disease groups were aged 2.38 ± 0.52, 8.13 ± 4.94,
and 8.09 ± 4.13 years, respectively. The age of the cardiac and
non-cardiac disease groups was significantly higher than that of
the healthy group (p < 0.001 and p < 0.001, respectively).

Galectin-3 Concentration in Dogs With
Various Diseases
A total of 107 dogs were classified into three groups according
to the prevalence of heart diseases (Table 1). An assessment of

TABLE 1 | Classification of 107 dogs according to the association of heart

diseases.

Group n

Healthy group 8

Cardiac disease group 26

MMVD 13

PDA (L to R) 6

PS 2

LVH 2

SAS 1

PDA (R to L) 1

DCM and SAS 1

Non-cardiac disease group 73

Urologic 15

Neoplastic 9

Neurologic 12

Immune-mediated 11

Endocrine 18

Dermatologic 8

DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; LVH, left ventricle hypertrophy; MMVD, myxomatous

mitral valve disease; PDA, patent ductus arteriosus; PS, pulmonic stenosis; SAS,

subaortic stenosis.

the galectin-3 levels in dogs according to the association with
heart diseases is shown in Figure 1 and Table 2. Galectin-3 levels
in the healthy, cardiac, and non-cardiac disease groups were
0.64 ± 0.15, 1.12 ± 0.83, and 2.27 ± 2.59 ng/ml, respectively.
Dogs with heart diseases had significantly higher galectin-3 levels
than healthy dogs (p = 0.009). Dogs with non-cardiac diseases
had significantly elevated galectin-3 levels compared with healthy
dogs (p= 0.016).

The galectin-3 levels in the cardiac, urologic, neoplastic,
neurologic, immune-mediated, endocrine, and dermatologic
groups were 1.12 ± 0.83, 1.62 ± 2.58, 2.42 ± 3.34, 2.35 ± 2.85,
2.03 ± 2.12, 2.48 ± 2.56, and 3.05 ± 2.42 ng/ml, respectively
(Table 2). The dogs with cardiac disease (1.12 ± 0.83 ng/ml)
had significantly higher galectin-3 levels than the healthy dogs
(0.64 ± 0.15 ng/ml, p = 0.009). Dogs with endocrine diseases
(2.48 ± 2.56 ng/ml) had significantly elevated galectin-3 levels
compared with healthy dogs (0.64± 0.15 ng/ml, p= 0.007). Dogs
with dermatologic diseases (3.05 ± 2.42 ng/ml) had significantly
higher galectin-3 levels than healthy dogs (0.64 ± 0.15 ng/ml,
p= 0.026).

The serum galectin-3 levels were analyzed according to the
heart disease type in the cardiac disease group. Among the 26
dogs with heart diseases, 13 dogs were included in the MMVD
group, and six dogs were included in the PDA group. Dogs with
other heart diseases except MMVD and PDA were excluded due
to a small number for each diagnosis. The galectin-3 levels in
the healthy, MMVD, and PDA groups were 0.64 ± 0.15, 0.91 ±

0.65, and 1.42 ± 0.9 ng/ml, respectively. The galectin-3 levels in
the MMVD and PDA groups were also higher than those in the
healthy group, but there was no significant difference (p > 0.05).

Twenty-six dogs with heart diseases were divided into two
groups according to the cardiac hypertrophy type. The concentric
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison of the serum galectin-3 levels in healthy dogs and dogs with cardiac and non-cardiac diseases. The galectin-3 concentration was significantly

higher in the cardiac and non-cardiac disease groups than in the healthy group (p < 0.05). Significantly different from the healthy group (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01).

TABLE 2 | Galectin-3 levels in dogs according to the disease category.

Variable Healthy

(n = 8)

Cardiac

(n = 26)

Urologic

(n = 15)

Neoplastic

(n = 9)

Neurologic

(n = 12)

Immune-

mediated

(n = 11)

Endocrine

(n = 18)

Dermatologic

(n = 8)

Galectin-3 (ng/ml) 0.64 ± 0.15 1.12 ± 0.83** 1.62 ± 2.58 2.42 ± 3.34 2.35 ± 2.85 2.03 ± 2.12 2.48 ± 2.56** 3.05 ± 2.42*

*Significantly different from the healthy group (p < 0.05).

**Significantly different from the healthy group (p < 0.01).

cardiomyopathy group included the PS group (n = 2), LVH
group (n = 2), and SAS group (n = 1). The eccentric

cardiomyopathy group included MMVD dogs (n = 7) and PDA
dogs (n = 5). Nine dogs not belonging to either the concentric

or eccentric cardiomyopathy groups were excluded. The serum

galectin-3 levels in the concentric and eccentric cardiomyopathy
group were 1.35 ± 1.23 and 1.10 ± 0.77 ng/ml, respectively

(Figure 2). Both the eccentric and concentric cardiomyopathy

groups had an increased galectin-3 concentration compared with

the healthy group (0.64 ± 0.15 ng/ml), but only the concentric
cardiomyopathy group had significantly higher galectin-3 levels
than the healthy group (p= 0.028).

Thirteen dogs with MMVD were classified by the ACVIM
class. Six dogs belonged to ACVIM class B2, and the other seven
dogs belonged to ACVIM class C. The dogs in ACVIM class B2

had higher galectin-3 levels (1.05 ± 0.90 ng/ml) than the healthy
dogs (0.64 ± 0.15 ng/ml), but there was no significant difference
between the two groups (p > 0.05). The dogs in ACVIM
class C also had higher galectin-3 levels (0.80 ± 0.36 ng/ml)
than the healthy dogs (0.64 ± 0.15 ng/ml) without significant
difference (p > 0.05).

Galectin-3 Concentration in Dogs With
Cardiac Diseases
Correlation Between the Serum Galectin-3 Levels

and Conventional Echocardiographic Parameters
The correlation between the galectin-3 levels and conventional
echocardiographic indices was assessed in eight healthy dogs
and 26 dogs with heart diseases (Table 3). Among the

conventional echocardiographic indices, only E
′
/A

′
had a
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FIGURE 2 | Box and whisker plots of the galectin-3 levels in healthy dogs and dogs with heart diseases according to the cardiac hypertrophy type. The concentric

cardiomyopathy group had significantly increased galectin-3 levels compared with the healthy group (p = 0.028). Significantly different from the healthy group (*p <

0.05).

significant correlation with the galectin-3 levels. E
′
/A

′
had

a significantly negative correlation with the galectin-3 levels
(r2 = 0.117, p= 0.048).

The ROC analysis was used to assess the cutoff values for the
galectin-3 levels for predicting diastolic dysfunction among eight
healthy dogs and 26 dogs with heart diseases. The ROC curve for
diastolic dysfunction was evaluated (Figure 3). The area under
the curve of the galectin-3 levels was 0.750 with a cutoff level of
0.849 ng/ml, 66.7% sensitivity, and 93.7% specificity (p= 0.013).

Correlation Between the Serum Galectin-3 and

NT-proBNP Levels
The NT-proBNP levels were assessed in eight healthy dogs and
26 dogs with heart diseases. The NT-proBNP levels of healthy
dogs were 365.63 ± 131.17 pmol/L and those of dogs with heart
diseases were 3,407.54 ± 3,468.85 pmol/L. The cardiac disease
group had significantly elevated NT-proBNP levels compared
with the healthy group (p < 0.001).

The correlation between the galectin-3 and NT-proBNP levels
was analyzed according to the heart disease type in the cardiac

disease group. The correlation between the galectin-3 and NT-
proBNP levels in the MMVD (n = 13) and PDA groups (n
= 6) was assessed. There was a significant positive correlation
between the galectin-3 concentration and NT-proBNP levels in
the MMVD group (r2 = 0.501, p = 0.007; Figure 4). There was
no significant correlation between the galectin-3 andNT-proBNP
levels in dogs with PDA (p= 0.429).

DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study was the elevation of serum
galectin-3 concentration in dogs with heart diseases, endocrine
diseases, and dermatologic diseases compared with healthy
dogs. Although research on the relationship between galectin-
3 levels and diverse canine diseases remains scarce, several
studies reported the association of galectin-3 in dogs with various
diseases such as MMVD (7), oral melanoma (17), and mammary
gland tumor (6). There has been no previous report evaluating
galectin-3 in dogs with endocrine or inflammatory skin disease,
but it is known that galectin-3 is related to specific endocrine
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TABLE 3 | Bivariate correlation analysis of the conventional echocardiographic

indices with galectin-3 concentration.

Variables r p

RWT −0.038 0.831

LVIDdn 0.070 0.694

LVIDsn 0.067 0.705

EDVI 0.054 0.763

ESVI 0.017 0.924

FS 0.097 0.587

EF 0.008 0.965

LA/Ao −0.068 0.702

PA/Ao 0.170 0.336

E/A −0.194 0.270

E
′
/A

′
−0.342 0.048*

E/E
′

0.156 0.379

A, transmitral peak late diastolic velocity; A
′
, tissue Doppler-derived peak late diastolic

velocity; Ao, aorta; E, transmitral peak early diastolic velocity; E
′
, tissue Doppler-derived

peak early diastolic velocity; EDVI, end-diastolic volume index; EF, ejection fraction;

ESVI, end-systolic volume index; FS, fractional shortening; L, longitudinal; LA, left atrium;

LVIDdn, normalized left ventricular internal diameter in diastole; LVIDsn, normalized left

ventricular internal diameter in systole; PA, pulmonary artery; RWT, relative wall thickness.

*Values that have a significant correlation (p < 0.05).

or skin disease in humans (8, 38). Since the type of tumor in
this study was different from the previously reported tumor, it
was considered that the results of galectin-3 levels in dogs with
neoplasia would be different from previous results. In cardiac
diseases, galectin-3 has been widely known as cardiac biomarkers
reflecting cardiac fibrosis in both humans (1) and dogs (39), and
the results of this study supported the previous results that dogs
affected by heart diseases had significantly higher galectin-3 levels
than healthy dogs.

Cardiac fibrosis refers to several changes in the structure
of interstitial collagen in the myocardium caused by a variety
of cardiomyopathies (40). Cardiac fibrosis has a significant
impact on the pathophysiology of cardiac systolic and diastolic
dysfunction (20). In veterinary medicine, myocardial fibrosis has
been noted in post-mortem findings of MMVD in dogs (41).
Moreover, the severity of fibrosis was a risk factor for shorter
survival times in dogs with CHF (42). The degree of myocardial
fibrosis has been in the spotlight as a biomarker for determining
the staging and prognosis in canine MMVD (43), so it would be
clinically helpful if myocardial fibrosis could be assessed in dogs
with heart diseases. Given these findings, it would be speculated
that evaluation of galectin-3, which is associated with cardiac
fibrosis (20), makes it possible to indirectly evaluate cardiac
function and prognosis in dogs with heart diseases.

This study showed that dogs with heart diseases had
significantly higher serum galectin-3 levels than healthy dogs.
In human patients with heart diseases, including coronary
heart disease, HF, and atrial fibrillation, increased circulating
galectin-3 has been reported (15). Similar results have been
reported in veterinary medicine, with the plasma galectin-3
concentration being reported to be increased in dogs with
MMVD (7). Knockdown of galectin-3 in cardiac fibroblasts

confirmed that galectin-3 played a crucial role in regulating
cell survival, proliferation, and type I collagen synthesis in vivo
(18). Studies on the correlation between galectin-3 and fibrosis
in patients with various heart diseases, such as chronic Chagas
disease cardiomyopathy (18) and aortic stenosis (AS) (44),
have been reported in humans. Although the specific molecular
mechanisms have not been identified, cardiac fibrosis and HF
were induced by the stimulation of galectin-3 expression followed
by promotion of protein kinase C-α (14). However, in this study,
when categorizing dogs with heart diseases according to the
cardiac diagnosis, higher galectin-3 levels were found in the
MMVD and PDA groups compared with healthy dogs, but there
was no significant difference between them. Although a statistical
comparison of the heart disease type was considered invalid in
this study, several factors might have influenced this result due
to the nature of the retrospective study. In experimental studies,
rats with induced myocardial infarction had reduced myocardial
fibrosis after administration of angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors and spironolactone (45), indicating that circulating
galectin-3 levels could be influenced by the type of medical
treatment administrated. Treatment options for dogs with heart
diseases varied in this study, so it might adversely affect the
results of circulating galectin-3 levels. Moreover, the result was
limited by the small number of dogs in each group classified
according to the type of heart diseases among dogs with heart
diseases. In addition to analyzing the effect of medications on
galectin-3 concentration, further studies will be needed to find
the association between survival times and the progression of
diseases with galectin-3 levels in dogs with heart diseases on
different treatments.

Concentric cardiomyopathy occurs by underlying heart
diseases or non-cardiac causes. In this study, dogs with
concentric cardiomyopathy induced by PS, SAS, or HAC were
included in the concentric cardiomyopathy group. HAC is one
of the representative non-cardiac diseases, which can cause LVH
in dogs, and one report revealed that the prevalence of LVH
among dogs with HAC was 68% (15/22) (32). In humans, HAC
has been known to cause cardiovascular complications including
both myocardial structural and functional abnormalities (46).
HAC is associated with increased risk for cardiovascular diseases
by excessive secretion of endogenous glucocorticoid, causing
activation of the renin–angiotensin system and remodeling of
LV, which is directly caused by cortisol-mediated activation
of mineralocorticoid receptors in impaired myocardial tissues
(47–49). This study demonstrated that dogs with concentric
cardiomyopathy had significantly increased circulatory galectin-
3 levels compared with healthy dogs. Similar findings have
been reported previously in human AS patients with concentric
hypertrophy (44). Galectin-3 is a protein that has been reported
to be involved in the mechanism of LV remodeling (2).
Galectin-3 is known as an important mediator, which has a
significant pathologic effect on cardiac hypertrophy and HF
(14). In patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, galectin-
3 expression levels were proportionally elevated according to
the degree of hypertrophy (50). Concentric cardiomyopathy is
known to be predisposed to the highest cardiovascular risk (51),
so circulatory galectin-3 might be helpful for risk identification in
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FIGURE 3 | A ROC curve of galectin-3 for predicting the occurrence of diastolic dysfunction. The AUC value of galectin-3 was 0.750 with a sensitivity of 66.7% and

specificity of 93.7% at a cutoff level of 0.849 ng/ml (p = 0.013). AUC, the area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; ROC, receiver-operating characteristic.

dogs with cardiac remodeling. One experimental study showed
that after injecting galectin-3 into the pericardial sac of rats,
ventricular remodeling and cardiac dysfunction occurred (52).
Taken together, galectin-3 might be strongly associated with
cardiac remodeling and could predict patterns of geometric
remodeling induced by cardiac interstitial fibrosis in dogs with
heart diseases. Considering the results that galecin-3 expression
of ACTH producing Cushing’s disease was elevated in tumor
tissues of humans (53), there is a possibility that the galectin-3
elevation of concentric cardiomyopathy group could be related
to concurrent HAC. Although the association between HAC and
galectin-3 in dogs has not been established yet, the effect of HAC
on the galectin-3 levels should be considered as a limitation.
Therefore, further large-scale studies on evaluating galectin-3
levels in dogs with LVH according to the underlying causes
including heart disease or non-cardiac diseases will be needed.

Among the dogs with MMVD, the ACVIM B2 and C
groups had increased serum galectin-3 concentrations, although
non-significantly, compared with healthy dogs. Similar results
were revealed previously that dogs with MMVD showed

increased galectin-3 concentration without significant differences
according to the ACVIM classification or severity of mitral
regurgitation (7). In contrast, in humans with HF, the
galectin-3 levels increased proportionally as the HF worsened
(19). Moreover, human studies showed that the galectin-3
concentration was independently correlated with HF (1).

In this study, the galectin-3 concentration was found to be
able to predict diastolic dysfunction. In agreement with this
finding, diastolic parameters are associated with galectin-3 levels
in dogs with diastolic dysfunction experimentally induced by
thoracic aortic banding and humans with diastolic HF (54).
Moreover, myocardial fibrosis is known as a pathophysiological
factor that contributes to the systolic and diastolic dysfunction of
the LV (20). Replacement of functional myocytes with collagen
fibers caused by cardiac fibrosis is key to the progression
of HF following cardiac dysfunction (55). Considering the
result of increased galectin-3 levels in dogs with concentric
cardiomyopathy, which tends to deteriorate the diastolic function
compared with systolic function, galectin-3 is considered to have
the ability to predict diastolic dysfunction induced by myocardial
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FIGURE 4 | Scatter plot of the bivariate correlation analysis between the NT-proBNP and galectin-3 levels in dogs with MMVD. NT-proBNP levels had a significant

positive correlation with galectin-3 levels in dogs with MMVD (p = 0.007). MMVD, myxomatous mitral valve disease; NT-proBNP, N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic

peptide.

stiffness. Therefore, it is suggested that galectin-3 levels could
be applied to predict for diastolic dysfunction in dogs with
heart diseases.

Among the conventional echocardiographic indices, E
′
/A

′

was found to have a significantly negative association with the

galectin-3 levels in this study. E
′
/A

′
is one of the parameters that

indicates diastolic function and is assessed using the transmitral

blood flow by a myocardial tissue Doppler (56). E
′
/A

′
is known

as an invasive parameter of LV stiffness and is correlated with LV
filling pressures along with E/E

′
(57). According to the results of

this study, the ventricular diastolic function could be particularly
affected by increased stiffness due to fibrosis of the heart, and
galectin-3 could predict diastolic dysfunction. Therefore, the

negative correlation found between E
′
/A

′
and galectin-3 levels

corresponds to the above results.
NT-proBNP, a biologically inert BNP, is a biomarker for

evaluating cardiac function and predicting survival times in
dogs (23, 24, 58) and humans (59). This study showed that
galectin-3 had a significantly positive association with NT-
proBNP levels in dogs withMMVD. Similar results were reported
that circulating galectin-3 levels were correlated with BNP or NT-
proBNP in humans (20). Although NT-proBNP is a biomarker

mainly used for HF diagnosis, there is a limitation in that low
BNP could not be completely ruled out in HF humans with
preserved EF (60). Therefore, considering the role and prognostic
impact of NT-proBNP, galectin-3 might be used clinically as a
cardiac biomarker for assessing cardiac function and predicting
prognosis along with NT-proBNP. Human studies reported
that elevated galectin-3 levels increased the risk of developing
HF and mortality when evaluated alone or in combination
with BNP (20, 61). Galectin-3 is emerging as a prognostic
biomarker in humans. Therefore, studies on the prognostic
evaluation of galectin-3 are required for dogs with various
heart diseases.

This study revealed that significantly higher galectin-3

concentrations were found in dogs with endocrine diseases when
dogs were grouped according to the disease category. In a

human study, the galectin-3 concentration was associated with

the prevalence of DM, and elevated galectin-3 concentrations
were found in humans with DM (8). It was revealed

that galectin-3 was associated with the incidence of DM

by acting on the inflammatory pathway that affects β-
cell fibrosis and insulin secretion (8). Galectin-3 expression
was also elevated in tumor tissues of humans with ACTH
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producing Cushing’s disease (53). However, a few studies
have examined the circulating galectin-3 concentration in
animals with endocrine diseases. Although there have been
no studies on the association between endocrine diseases
and galectin-3 concentration in dogs, this study demonstrated
significantly increased galectin-3 levels in dogs with endocrine
diseases. These results support that the circulating galectin-
3 concentration could be used as a diagnostic biomarker in
dogs with endocrine diseases other than heart diseases. Further
research is required on the galectin-3 levels in dogs with
endocrine diseases.

Galectin-3 is involved by regulating the activity of a variety
of cells such as fibroblasts and macrophages in various organs
with the chronic inflammatory state (62). Galectin-3 plays a
role in activating mast cells and basophils, and galectin-3 is
involved in recruiting inflammatory cells in the skin (63, 64).
Galectin-3 is highly expressed in various inflammatory and
epithelial cells and can modify the induction and migration
of inflammatory cells (38). Moreover, galectin-3 is known
to contribute to the regulation of cellular homeostasis and
promotion of cell adhesion (38). According to the results of
this study, significantly higher galectin-3 concentrations were
found in dogs with skin diseases diagnosed as AD. AD is a
chronic pruritic inflammatory allergic skin condition that is
genetically predisposed (65, 66). AD is relatively common in
dogs and involved in immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated allergic
reactions (67, 68). When evaluating the role of galectin-3 in a
mouse model with AD induced by epicutaneous sensitization
with ovalbumin, galectin-3-deficient mice had lower eosinophil
infiltration, serum IgE levels, and thickening of the epidermis
than those of galectin-3-expressing mice (69). Research on
evaluating galectin-3 in dogs with AD or other inflammatory skin
diseases is lacking, but the expression of galectin-3 was reported
in dogs with squamous cell carcinoma of the skin (70). Given
these findings, it could be speculated that galectin-3 could be a
pro-inflammatory mediator in dogs with AD. Therefore, a large-
scale prospective study on the effects of galectin-3 in dogs with
AD is required.

There were several limitations to this study. The size of
samples was relatively small. Second, serial monitoring of
changes in galectin-3 was not conducted, so only a single
measurement was performed. In addition, the association of
galectin-3 concentration with clinical factors such as survival
rates and prognosis could not be compared. Third, all dogs
with heart diseases were treated with various treatment options,
which might underestimate the concentration of circulating
galectin-3 concentration. Last, the circulatory galectin-3 levels
were not analyzed based on a comparison of their expression
in cardiac tissues with histologically proven myocardial fibrosis.

Despite these limitations, the present study demonstrates
the possibility of using circulating galectin-3 concentration
as a clinically useful diagnostic biomarker in dogs with
heart diseases. It could be speculated that the elevation of
circulatory galectin-3 levels was associated with cardiac fibrosis
affecting cardiac remodeling and dysfunction in dogs with
heart diseases.

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that the circulating
galectin-3 concentration increases in dogs with heart diseases
as well as in dogs with endocrine and skin diseases. Moreover,
galectin-3 levels might be a reliable predictor for cardiac
remodeling in dogs with heart diseases. This study showed
that galectin-3 could be used as a useful cardiac biomarker in
diagnosing heart diseases and evaluating cardiac function in
dogs. In addition to evaluating the potential role of circulating
galectin-3 concentration as cardiac diagnostic biomarkers,
further research is needed to assess myocardial fibrosis and
galectin-3 expression in the heart tissues of dogs with
heart diseases.
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